Patients cannot hope to benefit fully from the advice given in a consultation or be expected to comply with treatment if they cannot understand the information that is given to them. Many of our patients are of Asian ethnic origin, and some have obvious difficulties with written and spoken communication. Though more information in Asian languages, mentioning particularly interpreters, directional signs in the hospital, and written information, posters, and videos. Organisations that deal with Asian patients should consider these findings. Our test of literacy was crude, but presumably the one third of our sample of patients who spoke and read English benefit from routine consultations and their accompanying written material. But for those who cannot read multilingual interpreters are essential.
There are, however, problems in using interpreters. The main disadvantage is that communication is spoken only and depends on the patient's later recall, which is notoriously unreliable regardless of the language. The interpreter's ability is also important. In our experience an interpreter who is familiar with medical and dietetic words is much more helpful than one who is fluent but lacks knowledge of medical terms. Exact translations of medical terms may, however, not exist. For example, we have found that "diabetes" has to be referred to commonly as "sugar problems." There may also be no equivalent names for some internal organs that are understood by both interpreter and patients.
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